Massive trajectory data is being generated by GPS-equipped devices, such as cars and mobile phones, which is used increasingly in transportation, location-based services, and urban computing. As a result, a variety of methods have been proposed for trajectory data management and analytics. However, traditional systems and methods are usually designed for very specific data management or analytics needs, which forces users to stitch together heterogeneous systems to analyze trajectory data in an inefficient manner. Targeting the overall data pipeline of big trajectory data management and analytics, we present a unified platform, termed as UlTraMan. In order to achieve scalability, efficiency, persistence, and flexibility, (i) we extend Apache Spark with respect to both data storage and computing by seamlessly integrating a key-value store, and (ii) we enhance the MapReduce paradigm to allow flexible optimizations based on random data access. We study the resulting system's flexibility using case studies on data retrieval, aggregation analyses, and pattern mining. Extensive experiments on real and synthetic trajectory data are reported to offer insight into the scalability and performance of UlTraMan.
INTRODUCTION
With the proliferation of GPS-equipped devices, increasingly massive volumes of trajectory data that captures the movements of humans, vehicles, and animals has been collected. This data is used widely in transportation [36] , location-based services [43] , animal behavior studies [28] , and urban computing [42] , to name but a few application areas. Systems that are used to manage and analyze trajectory data are important not only in scientific studies, but Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Articles from this volume were invited to present their results at The 44th International Conference on Very Large Data Bases, August 2018, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. also in real-world applications. As an example, DiDi, the largest ride-sharing company in China, utilizes trajectory data to provide services such as travel time prediction, demand forecasting, and carpool scheduling [6] . The explosive increase in data volumes and the rapid proliferation of new data analysis methods expose three shortcomings of traditional trajectory data management platforms.
First, in real-life applications, trajectory data is collected at a rapid pace. For instance, the Daisy Lab at Aalborg University currently receives some 100 million points per day from about 40,000 vehicles in Denmark. Consequently, traditional centralized systems [13, 23, 35 ] are or will be inefficient at or incapable of managing and processing realworld trajectory data. In recent years, various systems [17, 37] based on MapReduce [14] have also been proposed for spatial data analytics, which have been shown to be scalable in cloud environments and to be more efficient than centralized systems. However, those systems are designed for generic spatial data and cannot fully exploit techniques for spatio-temporal trajectory data. Further, they intrinsically target data analysis and hence are suboptimal for data management tasks. Therefore, it remains a challenge to develop a scalable and efficient platform architecture for managing and processing big trajectory data. Second, existing solutions for trajectory data analytics are composed of heterogeneous systems for data storage, data processing, and data analysis. For example, as depicted in Fig 1(a) , a user may need one system to extract, transform, and load (ETL) the raw dataset [40] , and may need other systems for data storage [9, 38] , data processing [25, 39] , and data analysis [19] . Thus, several systems are needed to accomplish even a simple trajectory analytics task. The resulting heterogeneous workflows are suboptimal: (i) the dataset has to be transferred across multiple system boundaries, involving expensive network traffic as well as costs of serialization and format transformation; (ii) additional expertise is needed to maintain and operate different systems with disparate data models, APIs, and internal implementations; and (iii) many potential optimization techniques can-not be applied across multiple storage systems and analysis systems. Consequently, a holistic solution, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) , that supports the full pipeline of data management, processing, and analysis is an important step towards applications that involve massive trajectory data. Again, a new system architecture is called for.
Last but not least, in real analysis scenarios involving trajectory data, multiple data formats (e.g., points [12] , segments [25] ), index structures (e.g., TB-tree [31] , TPRtree [33] ) and processing techniques (e.g., segmentation [25] , map-matching [39] ) are needed in different applications. The diversity of techniques calls for an underlying system that is flexible in two main respects: (i) pluggable system components, meaning that the system should be extensible to the adoption of new components such as index structures and analysis algorithms; and (ii) customizable processing pipelines, meaning that the system should make it possible for its users to design particular data preprocessing and analysis pipelines. The needs for flexibility challenge the system design in terms of both architecture modules and APIs.
Aiming to achieve an efficient and holistic solution that meets the needs just described, we present UlTraMan, a unified platform for big trajectory data management and analytics. UlTraMan achieves its design goals by (i) adopting a unified storage and computing engine and by (ii) proposing an enhanced distributed computing paradigm based on MapReduce with flexible application interfaces.
UlTraMan's unified engine is built on Apache Spark [40] , a popular distributed computing framework. Spark enables high performance distributed computing, but is, however, in itself suboptimal for big trajectory data management due to (i) a lack of indexing mechanisms, (ii) limited and inefficient runtime data persistence, and (iii) its significant pressure on the JVM garbage collector. Hence, UlTraMan integrates Chronicle Map [7] , an embedded key-value store, into the internal block manager of Spark. This way, UlTraMan provides efficient data processing and reliable data management.
Based on the unified storage and computing engine, the overall process of trajectory analytics can be pipelined in UlTraMan without unnecessary data copying and serialization. The system enables optimizations across storage, processing, and analysis. For instance, the data organization and index structures can be changed according to analysis requirements, and computing tasks can be scheduled according to the data distribution.
Moreover, with the help of the unified engine, we enhance MapReduce to become a more powerful and flexible distributed computing paradigm. MapReduce [14] and Spark's Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDD) [40] adopt the functional programming concept, which facilitates sequential operations on the data. In contrast, many important techniques and optimizations are realized based on random data access, such as hash-maps and indexes. Motivated by this, we improve MapReduce and integrate an abstraction called TrajDataset into UlTraMan. This abstraction enables random access at both local and global levels. At the local level, data in each partition can be accessed randomly with the help of new programming interfaces provided by the unified engine; at the global level, data partitions are explicitly managed by two types of data generalization: (i) global indexes maintained in a driver node to organize small partition features, and (ii) meta tables distributed in executors to manage large features. As a result, we provide a computing paradigm in UlTraMan that is compatible with MapReduce while providing possibilities for optimization techniques.
Based on the unified engine and the TrajDataset abstraction, UlTraMan is able to serve as an efficient and flexible platform for an open-ended range of trajectory data management and analytics techniques. The contributions of UlTraMan are summarized as follows:
• UlTraMan offers an innovative and holistic solution for big trajectory data management and analytics, based on a novel unified engine.
• UlTraMan adopts an enhanced MapReduce paradigm that enables efficient and flexible management and analysis of massive trajectory data .
• UlTraMan provides flexible application interfaces to support customizable data organization, preprocessing, and analysis pipelines. Typical analytics cases, including data retrieval, aggregation analysis, and pattern mining, are studied and implemented to demonstrate the flexibility of UlTraMan.
• Extensive experiments on real and synthetic massive trajectory data are covered to offer insight into the efficiency and scalability of UlTraMan, in comparison to existing state-of-the-art methods.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces necessary background. Section 3 provides a systematic overview of UlTraMan. Section 4 then elaborates on the design and implementation of UlTraMan's unified engine. Section 5 describes the TrajDataset API and the operations it provides. Case studies are presented in Section 6, and experimental results are reported in Section 7. Section 8 reviews related work, and Section 9 concludes the paper and offers research directions.
BACKGROUND
The design of UlTraMan represents a cross-domain study covering distributed systems, data management, and trajectory data analytics. Consequently, we cover the background of the design of UlTraMan in these three domains.
Apache Spark
Spark [40] is a general purpose distributed computing framework for tackling big data problems, which has attracted substantial interests in both academia and industry. In Spark, distributed computing tasks are submitted through an abstraction called Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDD) and are physically conducted by executors. A Spark executor is a JVM process running on a worker node, which internally uses a block manager to manage its cached data splits. If a task fails and a split is lost, Spark traces back the task lineage until cached data or the data source is found, and then it schedules recomputation tasks to recover the data.
Taking advantage of in-memory caching and recomputation-based fault tolerance, Spark enables high performance distributed computing. However, Spark's design trade-offs also introduce shortcomings in relation to big data management. First, massive on-heap caching may produce significant pressure on the garbage collector (GC), thus resulting in unexpected overhead. Second, recomputation is expensive for some data management tasks, such as repartition and index construction.
Spark SQL [8] is a potential interface for big data management in Spark. It manages structured data through a new DataFrame API, which enables off-heap storage to save in-memory space and to relieve GC pressure at the same time. However, non-trivial internal modifications are needed to support indexing in Spark SQL [37] , due to the limited functionalities for data management. In addition, the structured storage scheme cannot provide the flexibility needed for supporting different trajectory data formats (e.g., subtrajectories). Therefore, Spark SQL is limited to serve as a unified platform for big trajectory data management and analytics.
Chronicle Map
Chronicle Map [7] is an in-memory, embedded key-value store designed for low-latency and multiple-process access, which is popular in the area of high frequency trading (HFT).
Chronicle Map is chosen among many storage techniques, as it enables meeting the design goal of the proposed system, namely, efficiency, flexibility, and persistence , as explained next. (i) Efficiency: to achieve high performance data access that is comparable to Spark's built-in cache, we need an in-memory storage that has a Java-compatible implementation so that cross-language transformation is avoided; we also need the store to be embedded in Spark executors to avoid both network transfer and inter-process communication. (ii) Flexibility: To support different trajectory data formats, flexible storage structures and random access are needed. (iii) Persistence: Data should be persisted at runtime to support efficient failure recovery. Distributed stores (e.g., Apache Ignite [4] ), stand-alone stores (e.g., Redis [2] ), or conventional database engines (e.g., H2 [1] ) do not satisfy the needs stated above. Thus, they are not adopted in UlTraMan.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study of integrating Chronicle Map with Spark, and Chronicle Map is the only existing technique that meets our requirements. Specifically, the key-value store instance is embedded in the block manager to provide efficient data access. Furthermore, data is stored in off-heap memory to relieve GC pressure, and the data is persisted at runtime through the support of simultaneous access from multiple processes. By seamlessly integrating Chronicle Map and Spark in the underlying engine, UlTraMan is convenient, efficient, and reliable, for both users and developers.
Trajectory Data
Trajectory data is generated by sampling spatio-temporal locations of moving objects. In real applications, trajectories can be represented in a variety of formats, such as points [12] , segments [25] , and sub-trajectories [32] . For convenience, we use a generalized notation called element to represent trajectory data according to the context. A broad range of methods for querying and analyzing trajectories have been proposed over the past decades, and new ones are being proposed. For example, multiple trajectory queries, including range queries [31] and k nearest neighbor (kNN) queries [20] , are supported by different indexing and query processing methods; and a range of trajectory data mining techniques are also explored [41] . Further, a wide variety of index structures and preprocessing techniques have been proposed to improve the efficiency of trajectory data analytics. Specific index structures contain TB-tree [31] , TPR-tree [33] , TrajTree [32] , etc. Typical preprocessing techniques encompass segmentation [25] , synchronization [19] , compression [15] , and map-matching [39] . These techniques can only be conducted through the use of specific systems, and there is a lack of a single holistic and flexible solution.
Along with the specific techniques, some systems have also been designed and built. COMPRESS [23] , Elite [38] , SharkDB [35] , and TrajStore [13] are developed to manage trajectory data using innovative storage scheme. Implementations of specific tasks such as clustering [25] and pattern mining [19] are also reported in the literature.
Since existing indexing, preprocessing, querying, and mining techniques are designed for specific scenarios, they also rely on different data models, procedures, and optimization methods. Existing systems fail to provide a holistic solution for the full pipeline of trajectory data management and analytics, thereby leading to inefficient heterogeneous solutions. Based on this state of affairs, we develop UlTraMan, aiming to offer the flexibility needed to accommodate a variety of techniques and to support a broad range of pipelines on trajectory data management and analysis pipelines.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In this section, we provide an overview of the system architecture and data pipeline of UlTraMan.
System Architecture
Physically, UlTraMan adopts the master-slave architecture, which consists of one driver node and multiple worker nodes. The driver node is responsible for task scheduling, while data storage and computing are distributed across worker nodes. Conceptually, as illustrated in Fig. 2 , the system architecture contains four layers, namely storage, computation, operation, and application. Among these layers, Figure 3 : The data pipeline in UlTraMan.
the storage and computation layers form UlTraMan's underlying unified engine, the operation layer realizes reusable components to the developers, and the application layer provides interfaces to end users. We proceed to describe each layer in detail. Storage Layer. All data as well as indexes are managed in the storage layer via the extended block manager. When an RDD is cached, the block manager on each executor stores its data partitions in on-heap arrays or off-heap Chronicle Map instances, according to the storage level assigned by users. Based on this storage engine, both on-heap and off-heap data can be accessed randomly, enabling optimizations on the upper layers.
Computation Layer. The computation layer supports the distributed computing paradigm by using the abstraction of TrajDataset. Being compatible with MapReduce and RDDs, the TrajDataset implementation is composed of an extended RDD type called RandomAccessRDD and two global structures: global index and meta table. Locally, the RandomAccessRDD takes advantage of the storage layer to enable random data access on cached data. Globally, all data partitions are generalized to specific features in global indexes and meta tables, so that distributed tasks can be scheduled at specific partitions.
Operation Layer. UlTraMan offers programming interfaces in the operation layer. Trajectory data is managed and processed through operations on TrajDatasets, including loading, filtering, mapping, repartition, etc. Advanced data processing and analysis techniques can be supported based on the interfaces. To verify the system flexibility, we have implemented several modules in UlTraMan, including a csv file loader, segmentation, range querying and clustering.
Application Layer. To serve as a platform, UlTraMan supports multiple methods of interaction as its Application Layer. Most simply and interactively, users can run data management and analysis tasks through the Spark shell. Advanced developers and users are also able to submit jobs via programs along with customized modules. Finally, UlTraMan is packed with an HTTP server to answer web requests and to support frontend visualization.
In summary, the architecture of UlTraMan offers three main innovations: (i) it equips the computing engine with a reliable storage capability to support unified data processing and management; (ii) it enables a new computing model to support scalable global-local random access; and (iii) it supports complex trajectory data analytics by extensible and reusable modules and techniques.
Data Pipeline
With the help of its flexible system architecture, UlTraMan is customizable in terms of both system modules and processing pipelines. The data pipeline for a typical analysis task in UlTraMan includes four stages, as depicted in Fig. 3 .
Stage 1: loading. In the first stage, UlTraMan loads a raw trajectory dataset and extracts trajectory elements to the storage layer. The raw dataset is usually stored in HDFS, so that it can be loaded in parallel. A customizable data loader is provided to support different file formats (e.g., csv or xml) and data formats (e.g., points or segments).
Stage 2: preprocessing. The second stage includes flexible procedures that are applied before storing and analyzing the trajectory data, such as format transformation and segmentation. In addition, some data management tasks (such as index construction) are also carried out at this stage. Having been properly processed, a dataset is persisted in UlTraMan, in order to support efficient analysis and fast failure recovery.
Stage 3: extraction. Extraction is a special stage that serves to facilitate analysis of a TrajDataset. Since TrajDataset enables global scheduling based on global indexes and meta tables, we need to extract and build the global information before analysis. For instance, to build a global R-tree, we need to extract and collect the features of pid and mbr from each partition, where pid is the partition ID and mbr is the bounding box of the partition. Then, a global R-tree is built on the collected features.
Stage 4: analysis. Since an open-ended range of analysis scenarios exist for trajectory data, UlTraMan is designed to serve as a platform that can support most (if not all) of them. To accomplish a complex task, the stages may need to be applied iteratively. As an example, in order to perform co-movement pattern mining (to be discussed in Section 6.5), the preprocessing and analysis stages are both conducted twice.
THE UNIFIED ENGINE
We proceed to offer details on the design and implementation of UlTraMan's unified storage and computing engine. The engine is realized based on Spark, which is designed for high performance distributed computing. Our goal is to enhance Spark's data management capabilities while retaining its computing performance. We introduce the enhancement in terms of random access support, customizable serialization, indexing support, and runtime persistence. 
Random Access
The support for random access is fundamental to a functional data management engine, as without random access, operations have to rely on brute force scans on the dataset, resulting in many missed optimizations opportunities.
To support random access in Spark, we first investigate its internal storage models. For RDDs that are not cached, the data partitions are computed lazily for use, and are discarded immediately after use and thus cannot be accessed any more. For cached RDDs, several storage levels 1 are supported by the block manager. However, since Spark serializes data sequentially in an output stream without position information, the serialized data can only be read and deserialized sequentially, and hence, only the fully deserialized level, called MEMORY ONLY, potentially supports random access. In fact, in the MEMORY ONLY level, a data partition is stored in an array, and individual items can thus be randomly accessed through the array index.
Caching all data in an on-heap array is efficient for computation, but it may incur unexpected GC overhead; and more importantly, it suffers from data loss if a task crashes the executor (e.g, through an out of memory exception). To address this, we introduce a new storage level ON KV through the modified block manager. ON KV can be used in the same way as the original storage levels. When a data partition is about to persist in this new level, the block manager creates a Chronicle Map instance with integers as key and the data items as values. The items are then put in the KV store with an incremental counter as keys, as shown in Fig. 4 . Hence, random access is supported by using the mapped key. Moreover, to support Spark's original access approach, data in Chronicle Map can be accessed sequentially through iterations over the map entries. Taking advantage of Chronicle Map's features, which are described in Section 2.2, the data is stored in off-heap memory and is persisted outside the executors. We detail our improvements on serialization and persistence later in this section.
Finally, a derived API called RandomAccessRDD is provided by UlTraMan to support random access on the data persisted at these two levels, namely MEMORY ONLY and ON KV.
Serialization
Data serialization is unavoidable for an off-heap and persisted store. Chronicle Map executes serialization and deserialization automatically when an item is put or retrieved. Therefore, data can be viewed by users as always being deserialized. However, how to serialize data in Chronicle Map is determined by the system designer. The serialization is critical to both data retrieval performance and the persisted data size. In our experiments, we find that properly optimized serialization can yield 5x faster data access as well as 10x smaller persisted data sizes.
The original Chronicle Map uses the java serializer for generic data types. In UlTraMan, to take advantage of Spark's optimizations, we adopt Spark's serializer as the default implementation for data persisted at the ON KV level.
Nevertheless, there is space for further optimization. For generic data types, the type is unknown until run time (as abstract classes or interfaces can be used at compile time), and thus a general serializer should write the full class name along with the real data. When the data is deserialized, the type instance is constructed according to the full class name, which involves expensive reflection operations. Since UlTraMan is designed for trajectory data and the data format is usually determined at compile time, we can bind each format with a specific serializer, and the serializer can be detected and used by Chronicle Map at run time in order to save computation cost and persisted data size. This technique is also available for user-defined trajectory formats.
Local Indexing
To take full advantage of the random access capabilities, UlTraMan provides a flexible mechanism for indexing on each executor. Three considerations underlie the design of this mechanism: (i) the indexes are used to accelerate inmemory data access and thus should be in-memory; (ii) the index structures should be highly customizable to support diverse indexing techniques; and (iii) since index construction is expensive, the indexes should be persisted by the same way as the dataset. To realize the mechanism, we introduce an index manager in Spark to work with the block manager. It manages the process of index construction, index persistence, and index-based data access according to the storage level of the dataset. Users are allowed to implement specific index constructors and queriers to support their index structures, to be discussed in Section 5.
If the dataset is persisted in MEMORY ONLY, an index constructor takes the cached item array as input and builds an in-memory index on the array. Since the items can be accessed directly through Java references without data copying, the constructed index can be used as a primary index. Indexes on this kind are cached on-heap after construction and can be fetched or released via the index manager.
To support indexing of a dataset persisted at level ON KV, the index should be persisted and accessed through Chronicle Map as well, and thus the index structures should be realized in a map-like fashion. Consider the R-tree [22] as a typical example of a tree-structured index, as depicted in Fig. 4 . We use a map of (nid, node) pairs to represent an R-tree, where nid is an ID for each tree node. The ID of the root node is hard-coded to 0. Hence, if 0 is not found in the map, the index is empty. In a non-leaf node, the children are stored as an array of node IDs and minimum bounding rectangles (MBRs, omitted in the figure). A leaf node stores the keys of the items in the data map to enable access to the data. As a result, the constructed indexes are managed and used in the same way as the dataset.
The indexes in Chronicle Map are used as secondary indexes because data is accessed indirectly through the keys in a data map. With the help of customizable index struc-tures and query algorithms, this can be further optimized. For example, when each element is small (e.g. a point), it is reasonable to store the data directly in the leaf nodes in the index map, thus saving the cost of a get operation for each data access.
Runtime Persistence & Fault Tolerance
Spark offers multiple levels of data persistence, such as task, process, and node. If an RDD is not cached, it can be taken as being persisted at the task level, meaning that the data is lost if a task fails. A cached RDD, either in memory or on disk, is persisted at the process level, since the data can be recovered on task failures, but is lost if the process crashes. To persist data at higher levels, users have to manually save the dataset by using other services (e.g., HDFS), which is inconvenient and time consuming.
In UlTraMan, data persisted at level ON KV is saved transparently through reliable services at runtime. Moreover, this persistence does not sacrifice the performance expected of in-memory data access. To realize this, a Chronicle Map instance is created by default upon a file in shared memory (e.g., /dev/shm in Linux). Data in this file survives task failures, and can be accessed at in-memory speed. However, for big datasets, the amount of shared memory may be insufficient. To tackle this problem, UlTraMan estimates the total data size and pre-allocates memory space before the creation of any Chronicle Map instance. If the remaining memory space is insufficient, a file on disk is used as the underlying storage. Since data in Chronicle Map is serialized internally, the corresponding performance on disk is better than that on the original Spark.
Furthermore, to serve as a reliable distributed storage, two techniques are applied to recover data from failures. First, UlTraMan asynchronously backs up the files in shared memory or on disk to a reliable file system (e.g., HDFS) so that the data can survive task failures and node crashes. After that, the lineage of the ON KV cached RDD is changed, and the parent operator (i.e., a special loader) is able to load the persisted files directly to Chronicle Map. As a result, missing data can be reloaded automatically under Spark's recomputation mechanism.
THE TRAJDATASET
Here, we present the abstraction of TrajDataset that aims to provide flexible operational interfaces based on distributed random data access. TrajDataset explicitly manages data by partitions, so that distributed computing can be scheduled and optimized at both local and global levels. Locally, data partitions are self-managed with flexible local indexes. Globally, the partitioning strategy is controlled by the user, and two scales of data generalization are enabled, namely the global index and the meta table.
Data Partition
A data partition is the basic operational unit. Operations on each data partition can be seen as running in a non-distributed environment, and thus a multitude of optimization techniques are available. To take full advantage of these, in addition to the original operations provided by Spark, UlTraMan supports index-based random data access on RandomAccessRDDs through two additional operations, buildLocalIndex and query. A customizable index constructor is provided to support the process of building an index. The builder reads the partition data and outputs an index structure with an index name. As described in Section 4, a constructed index is consistent with the data on the persistence method. After the construction, the index manager in UlTraMan maintains the index along with its name.
In the query process, a customizable querier is adopted to provide a query algorithm and the names of its necessary indexes. At the beginning of the process, UlTraMan fetches the necessary indexes through the index manager. If all indexes are available and prepared, the query is conducted using the indexes and the algorithm. If indexes are missing, the query performs brute force scans.
Partitioning
Data partitioning is critical for efficient global scheduling. For instance, if trajectories are partitioned according to their spatial information, a spatial range query would be accelerated, since the partitions to search can be largely pruned with the range. In contrast, if trajectories are partitioned according to their time information, a global schedule may be useless for a range query because most partitions are search candidates. TrajDataset provides a repartition operation to support disparate partitioning strategies, and several partitioners are implemented in UlTraMan, including the STRPartitioner [37] .
Global Index
To conduct global operations on the unified engine, a generalization of the dataset is often helpful. Building a global index is the most straightforward method of data generalization and has been adopted in existing systems [17, 37, 38] . Those systems usually apply a specific index structure (such as the R-tree) and a particular data partitioning strategy. In contrast, UlTraMan enables flexible partitioning and provides a buildGlobalIndex operation in TrajDataset that enables user-defined global indexes.
As depicted in Fig. 5(a) , the global index construction process consists of three steps. First, a query is conducted on every data partition to create features. The features could be spatial bounding boxes, time spans, ID ranges, or something else that users have defined. Then, all the features are collected at the UlTraMan driver, and a global index is built with the features as keys and the corresponding partition IDs as values. Finally, the built global index is stored in the TrajDataset for global scheduling. When a query is conducted on the global index, an array of candidate partition IDs is returned, and other partitions are pruned using an operation globalFilter.
Meta Table
Although the global index is effective for global scheduling, it is only applicable when the generalized features are of constant size. Otherwise, the collected features may become too large as the data volume increases, resulting in limited system scalability. For example, in the kNN query to be described in Section 6.3, collecting all trajectory IDs to the global index endangers system scalability.
To handle this problem, the meta table construction is adopted. Instead of collecting features at the UlTraMan driver, a meta table manages the features in distributed fashion. As an important component in UlTraMan's architecture, the meta table construction is designed and integrated for the following purposes:
• The meta table construction supports global random access with reasonable system scalability, making meta tables a natural replacement for global indexes in certain circumstances for scheduling and optimization.
• Meta table store pre-computed accounting information for each element/partition, such as min, max, and average values, in order to improve the efficiency of trajectory queries and mining tasks.
• In real applications, most analytical tasks are simple statistical queries and are usually expressed in SQL. In such cases, queries on a meta table are more efficient and more convenient to optimize than are queries on raw RDDs.
The meta table construction is realized with Spark SQL APIs [8] , to take advantage of Spark's off-heap structured data encoding and built-in query optimizations. Fig. 5(b) illustrates how to build a meta table. TrajDataset provides an operation extractMT that allows users to extract features from data partitions and to transform the features to a DataFrame. Extracted DataFrames are maintained in a TrajDataset in the same way as the global indexes.
ANALYTICS CASE STUDIES
We demonstrate the system's flexibility through several trajectory data analytics case studies.
ID Query
The ID query is a simple trajectory data query. Three types of identities exist in a trajectory dataset: the element ID (e.g., a point ID), the trajectory ID (also called a trip ID), and the moving object ID. Since a moving object may produce multiple trajectories and a trajectory may contain multiple elements, the queries on different ID types are usually different. Here, we focus on the trajectory ID query, due to its utility in applications.
In Spark, the ID query can only be conducted with a brute force filtering, i.e., each element is scanned to check its trajectory ID. In UlTraMan, the local filtering on each data partition can be accelerated easily by introducing a hash map. Specifically, a hash map with trajectory IDs as keys and arrays of elements corresponding to the IDs as values can be built as a local index. Since Chronicle Map itself is a hash map, the index can be realized easily at level ON KV. As a result, the brute force scans of a ID query can be improved to direct accesses with O(1) complexity.
Range Query
The range query finds trajectory data with respect to a spatial or spatio-temporal range. UlTraMan maximizes the benefits of multi-dimensional indexes (e.g., the R-tree) through its support for partitioning and global-local indexing.
To achieve optimal partitioning, UlTraMan implements an STRPartitioner [37] . It packs data to partitions in the same way as building R-tree leaf nodes. By applying this partitioning technique, a global R-tree can be constructed that enables effective global filtering. In addition, local Rtrees can be constructed within each partition, so that local range queries in the partitions resulting from the global filtering are accelerated.
kNN Query
A k nearest neighbor (kNN) query on trajectory data finds k nearest trajectories for a query spatial location. Here, the distance between a trajectory and a spatial location is computed as the distance from the location to the nearest trajectory point [43] , although other distance functions can also be implemented in UlTraMan.
Existing algorithms [37] that find k nearestelements cannot be used to compute the kNN query, as fewer than k trajectories could be returned because some nearest elements may belong to the same trajectory. Although the kNN trajectory query is useful in real-life applications, it has not been supported fully in a distributed environment. Traditional centralized kNN trajectory algorithms [20] simply extend queries on elements with a buffer to record selected trajectories. This extension is not useful in a distributed algorithms [17, 37] because it is expensive to count trajectories across multiple, distributed partitions.
In UlTraMan, we propose and implement an R-tree variant that enables efficient kNN queries. In this R-tree, each tree node maintains a count of distinct trajectories in its covering partitions. As a result, a kNN trajectory query in UlTraMan is processed as follows.
Partitioning (optional). A global partitioning according to the spatial distribution (e.g., STRPartitioner) can improve the global pruning ability and the query efficiency.
Indexing and Extraction. First, local R-trees are built on the data partitions. Then, we extract trajectory IDs and partition IDs (tid, pid) to construct a meta table. Next, the bounding boxes and the partition IDs are extracted as features to construct a global R-tree. For each tree node of the global R-tree, the partitions covered are found, and the trajectory count is calculated using the following operation on the meta table.
metaTable.filter("pid in <covering partitions>")
.agg(countDistinct("tid"))
1st Global Filtering. First, we find the nearest partition P with respect to the query location in the global R-tree. If P contains k or more trajectories, it forms the candidate partition set C1. Otherwise, we find the leaf node that contains P . If the leaf node contains k or more trajectories, the candidate partitions in this leaf node are assigned to C1; if the leaf node contains fewer than k trajectories, we check its parent node, and this process is applied recursively until a node that contains k or more trajectories is found.
2nd Global Filtering. First, we conduct local kNN trajectory queries on the C1 partitions to get k nearest trajectories. The k-th distance is a upper bound of the final result trajectories, based on which a range query is conducted on the global R-tree to find qualified partition candidates C2 that contain the final result trajectories.
Local kNN. Local kNN queries are conducted on the C2 partitions. The results are sorted globally by their distances, and the top-k trajectories are returned.
The support for the kNN query showcases the ability of UlTraMan to support existing as well as emerging indexes and algorithms for trajectory data analytics.
Aggregation Analysis
UlTraMan supports efficient aggregation analyses (e.g., max, min, count, and avg) through the meta table construct. As an example, to get the average trajectory length of a dataset, we first extract the trajectory ID and the length of each element (denoted as tid and length) to the meta table and then submit the following query:
.agg(sum("length") as "tlength") .agg(avg("tlength"))
With the optimizations provided by Spark SQL, aggregation analysis on a meta table is more efficient than that on the original dataset. Further, with the flexibility in the extraction process, a meta table itself can be used as an optimization technique. For instance, in the above example, we can merge the (tid, length) tuples in each partition during extraction, so that the efficiency of the analysis over the whole dataset is further improved.
Co-Movement Pattern Mining
Co-movement pattern mining constitutes advanced mining functionalities for trajectory data and has been explored in several studies [21, 24, 27, 26] . Recently, Fan et al. [19] has proposed a distributed framework to mine general comovement patterns on massive trajectories. This framework can also be easily realized in UlTraMan. Moreover, necessary preprocessing tasks that are not covered by their framework can be supported efficiently in UlTraMan, hence avoiding unnecessary data transfer. We detail the process of co-movement pattern mining in UlTraMan as follows.
Preprocessing: format transformation. The trajectory data should be transformed to a required format, such as meter-measured spatial coordinates (instead of latitude and longitude).
Preprocessing: synchronization. After format transformation, we synchronize the trajectories by a global timestamp sequence. During the process, the meta table is used to obtain the overall time period, and a specific partitioner is used to repartition the dataset via timestamp ranges.
Analysis: clustering. To find co-movements, we need to cluster the data at every timestamp. In UlTraMan, the clustering algorithm (e.g., DBSCAN [18] ) can be accelerated by an R-tree built in advance.
Mining: co-movement pattern. The existing distributed mining algorithm [19] , including star partitioning and apriori enumeration, can be implemented in UlTraMan with the APIs provided by TrajDataset and RDD. The implementation of co-movement pattern mining again showcases the advantage of UlTraMan's unified, efficient, and reliable data processing and analysis.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we experimentally evaluate the performance and scalability of UlTraMan. We conduct experiments on data processing, data retrieval, and trajectory clustering. The results, when compared to results obtained for baselines, generally demonstrate the effects of optimizations enabled by UlTraMan. We omit the results on the aggregation analysis and the pattern mining because their performance is determined by the underlying Spark and Spark SQL in the UlTraMan engine.
Experimental Setup: All experiments were conducted on a cluster consisting of 12 nodes. Each node is equipped with two 12-core processors (Intel Xeon E5-2620 v3 2.4GHz), 64GB RAM, and the Gigabit Ethernet. Each cluster node is equipped with a Ubuntu 14.04.3 LTS system with Hadoop 2.7.1, Spark 2.1.1, and Chronicle Map 3.14.0. In the cluster, one node is chosen as the master node and the driver node, and the remaining nodes are slave nodes. In each slave node, we allocate 40GB main memory for UlTraMan, of which 20GB is preserved for data storage and the other 20GB is used for temporary objects. All system modules and algorithms were implemented in Scala.
Datasets: We employ real and synthetic trajectory data sets to study the performance of UlTraMan. The two real data sets used fit in memory, which is the common use case targeted by UlTraMan. To evaluate the performance in extreme cases, a synthetic data set is generated that large enough that the allocated memory is insufficient to cache the whole data set. Statistics of the datasets listed next are stated in Table 1: • Taxi 2 : This is a real trajectory dataset generated by taxis in Hangzhou, China. Trajectories are not separated by trips, and thus, each trajectory represents the trace of a taxi during a whole month.
• Shopping 3 : This dataset contains real trajectories of visitors in the ATC shopping center in Osaka. This is a dataset of free-space trajectories, in which the visitor locations are sampled every half second.
• Brinkhoff 4 : This dataset is generated on the real road network of Las Vegas via the Brinkhoff generator [11] . The moving objects in this dataset are generated step by step, i.e., in each step, an object moves along a road with random but reasonable direction and speed. Therefore, this dataset is naturally synchronized. When evaluating the scalability of UlTraMan, we partition the above datasets into smaller ones with different sizes, namely, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100% of the dataset. By default, all of Taxi and Shopping and 40% of Brinkhoff are used to evaluate the performance when the data fits in memory. The data in Taxi and Shopping is partitioned according to time spans, and the Brinkhoff dataset is partitioned according to moving objects.
Parameters: Every measurement we report is an average of 100 queries, where 10 query cases are randomly generated according to the data distribution and each case is conducted 10 times. The default capacity of an R-tree node is set to 64. For DBSCAN clustering, the number of snapshots after synchronization and the applied for each dataset are shown in Table 1 , and the minimum number of 15 moving objects is used when generating clusters. All figures with experimental results are shown with a logarithmic scale on the y-axis.
Preprocessing
We first evaluate the running times of different preprocessing techniques in UlTraMan. The results are presented in Table 2 .
The first observation is that the running time for repartition is proportional to the dataset size. In particular, STRpartitioning is slower than hash-based partitioning, because an additional sampling procedure is needed to compute partition boundaries. Further, data repartition is one of the most time-consuming preprocessing tasks. This is because the data shuffling process in Spark stores data on disk internally before real network transfer, thus incurring extensive serialization, deserialization, and disk and network I/O costs. Hence, co-located computing and data persistence is important. The unified engine of UlTraMan is designed to reduce the need of frequent data shuffling. Second, the times for ON KV persistence and meta table extraction are small and almost equal to the time for scanning and copying the dataset in main memory. ON KV persistence is about two times slower than the meta table extraction since additional time is needed to serialize the data to be stored in off-heap memory.
Third, the time for local index construction depends on the specific index structure. In this set of experiments, we construct local indexes on the ON KV persisted datasets. The construction of a hash map is similar to the process of ON KV persistence; thus, the time consumed is also similar to that consumed by ON KV persistence. R-tree construction needs more time to pack data according to the spatial information. However, it is still fast due to in-memory data access, considering the large sizes of the datasets.
Finally, the construction of a global R-tree is very fast because the number of partitions is small compared to the dataset volume and because the spatial information of each partition has been computed during local index construction. Compared with the normal R-tree, the modified R-tree for the kNN query has a much longer construction time. The reason is that we have to conduct a query on the meta table for each tree node to get the count of trajectories in the covered partitions. Nonetheless, this time is acceptable, as the index saves substantial time during kNN querying, as to be shown in Section 7.4. We can conclude that a well-designed global index can help achieve better query performance with low construction cost.
ID Query
Next, we conduct ID queries on the datasets, measuring the query latencies. The results are shown in Fig. 6 . Fig. 6(a) shows the ID query performance on the Taxi dataset, where the lines labeled MEM ONLY and OFF HEAP show results for baselines that conduct a brute force filtering on the on-heap and off-heap persisted RDDs, respectively.
The first observation is that the filtering on the persisted RDDs scales linearly with respect to the data size. This is because the computation cost is linear to data size. However, the latency of queries on the off-heap persisted RDDs increases faster than those on the on-heap RDDs. The reason is that for a simple filtering process as in an ID query, the deserialization cost of off-heap data exceeds the computation cost.
The second observation is that the data persisted on ON KV, which is provided by UlTraMan, can be queried faster than that persisted on OFF HEAP, due to the optimized serializa-tion mechanism based on Chronicle Map and trajectory data (as described in Section 4.2).
Finally, the performance of the ID queries using local indexes (L INDEX and L INDEX KV) is better than that of the brute force methods. Also their latency increases only slightly as the data size increases. The reason is that a query on the hash map has an amortized O(1) computation cost, which is much less than the O(N ) complexity of the baseline methods. It is reasonable to believe that the performance improvement brought by the indexes would be more significant for larger data volumes. The results confirm the importance of being able to support index structures in UlTraMan. Further, the results show that in spite of the additional cost of deserialization, the performance of the KV-persisted indexes is comparable to that of the on-heap indexes. Fig. 6(b) shows the ID query performance on the Shopping datasets. The results are similar as those on Taxi, the reason being that the ID query is a light-weight data retrieval procedure that is affected little by the differences among datasets. However, the performance when using on-heap indexes deteriorates as the data volume grows. The cause of the large latency could be unexpected GC overheads in some queries. For the same query input, the best query case on L INDEX returns results as fast as those on L INDEX KV, but other cases may be much slower due to GC processes, thus incurring a larger average latency. This is unavoidable when the data volume becomes large and the main memory is insufficient. Compared with L INDEX, the KV-based indexes in UlTraMan have smaller in-memory footprints and generate little (or even no) garbage during ID queries, resulting in a stable and reliable performance. Fig. 6 (c) plots the ID query performance on the Brinkhoff datasets. Since the datasets become too large to fit in memory, the persistence tasks of all-in-memory levels, namely, OFF HEAP and L INDEX, fail and produce no results. Next, L INDEX has poor performance in extreme cases, due to increasingly frequent GC procedures. Due to the fault tolerance techniques, data in the MEM ONLY and ON KV levels can work under memory overflow. However, the query performance deteriorates dramatically because some data is persisted on disk. As observed, the query latency of ON KV increases slower than that of MEM ONLY. This is because the KV store has better data retrieval and deserialization performance, due to its usage of the optimizations applied in UlTraMan. Finally, L INDEX KV provides very stable performance even when data does not fit in memory because the O(1) algorithm saves I/O cost as well. As a conclusion, UlTraMan excels for large datasets.
Range Query
Next, we investigate the performance of range queries. Fig. 7 depicts two sets of range query experiments on each dataset, in order to study the impact of the query area and the data size on the performance. For range queries with respect to different data sizes, a 0.02% query area is used by default.
The first observation is that the latency of brute force methods (MEM ONLY, OFF HEAP, and ON KV) stays stable when the query area is varied. These methods scan the whole dataset, so the cost remains the same. In contrast, the index-based methods gain speedups of up to a factor of 100 when the query area is small, because I/O and computing costs are effectively saved. The query time of index-based methods increases when the query area is large. This is because the main cost of a range query with a large query area is the cost of I/O and GC for the output, in which the improvement caused by indexing is limited. In real-life scenarios, a range query usually has a small area with respect to the whole data space. Hence, the index-based methods can achieve high query efficiency in real life applications. The ON KV persisted method performs better than Spark's built-in OFF HEAP RDDs, which is because the deserialization cost is optimized. L INDEX shows better performance in most cases (except for too large query areas) than brute force methods, and L INDEX KV performs better and is more stable than L INDEX because it avoids garbage collection. In particular, GL INDEX, which applies STR-partitioning and a global R-tree, shows a small speedup comparing with L INDEX on all three datasets. This speedup is the result of global filtering using the global indexes and the partitioning. However, the partitioning also distributes the data to natural clusters in partitions, and thus, the local query time in the remaining partitions increases. We can conclude that GL INDEX KV performs the best for range queries. It achieves stable performance speedup by using the off-heap local indexes and global pruning.
As shown in Fig. 7(f) , the scalability of each of OFF HEAP, L INDEX, and GL INDEX is limited by the memory capacity of the cluster. In contrast, MEM ONLY, ON KV, L INDEX KV, and GL INDEX KV are capable of handling larger datasets by using disk space. Because of an increased I/O cost on disk-stored data, the query times of all these methods grows accordingly. However, the techniques of optimized partitioning, indexing, and serialization remain effective, which makes UlTraMan more powerful when handling very large datasets.
KNN Query
As shown in Fig. 8 , we conduct two sets of kNN query experiments on each dataset in order to study the impact of the number k and the data size on the latency. For experiments with varying data sizes, k is set to 2 by default.
Unlike the two previous query types, the kNN query is both computation intensive and I/O intensive. The brute force method of computing a kNN query takes advantage of the RDD's takeOrdered API, which involves expensive distributed sorting. Hence, the queries without using indexes are slow. Relatively, OFF HEAP is the worst due to expensive general deserialization. Next, ON KV saves some deserialization time, and MEM ONLY is the best among the three brute force approaches. The performance of the brute force methods decrease as the data size grows, due to the larger search space.
The use of local indexes yields better performance than the baseline methods by an order of magnitude, which shows the efficiency of indexes for complex data retrieval and analysis. However, the performance of L INDEX is not stable, especially for the Shopping dataset. This is because the average trajectory length is shorter in the Shopping dataset. Hence, more temporary objects are produced during kNN queries, and the performance is affected by occasional process of garbage collection. In contrast, L INDEX KV shows stable performance across different k values and data sizes, which illustrates an important benefit of UlTraMan.
The global-local index based methods (i.e., GL INDEX and GL INDEX KV) adopt specialized data partitioning and global indexes. This way, they are able to achieve lower latency than the methods that only use local indexes, and they are able to achieve a latency below 100ms, which is very fast considering the scheduling and setup costs for distributed tasks. More specifically, there are two reasons behind this speedup: (i) most data partitions and distributed tasks are pruned by our kNN query algorithm; and (ii), more importantly, from a system perspective, the support for random access on both data partitions and local indexes enables algorithmic optimizations. For the two methods using globallocal indexes, GL INDEX performs slightly better. This is because the rate of garbage collection is very small for only a few local kNN queries due to the strong global pruning ability, while GL INDEX KV has additional deserialization costs in local queries. 
Clustering: DBSCAN
Finally, the efficiency of clustering in UlTraMan is reported in Fig. 9 . Since the trajectory data has been synchronized to snapshots and the clustering is conducted within each snapshot (cf. Section 6.5), global indexes have no effect in this process and hence are not used in the experiments.
For the Shopping dataset, the number of customers in a snapshot is small, and clustering in snapshots is very fast: DBSCAN can finish in less than 400ms with or without the use of indexes. In particular, OFF HEAP is slower than other methods, since the deserialization cost is substantial for the intensive data access made by DBSCAN. Nonetheless, ON KV shows to be as efficient as the other methods, which is attributed to its optimized serialization.
For the Taxi dataset, a snapshot size is usually large (near the number of taxis) because most taxis are traveling all the time. This is also true for the Brinkhoff dataset, because locations of the moving objects are generated snapshot by snapshot. As a result, the clustering time is large on Taxi and Brinkhoff. All three brute force methods have similar performance, and they consume tens of seconds to answer the query. With the help of pre-constructed local indexes, the processing time can be reduced by up to 4/5.
It is interesting that L INDEX KV is slower than L INDEX on Taxi but faster than L INDEX on Brinkhoff. On Taxi, L INDEX KV is slower than L INDEX because (i) the data size and the number of snapshots is smaller in Taxi, resulting in less pressure of garbage collection on L INDEX, while (ii) the cost of deserialization on L INDEX KV is substantial. In contrast, the pressure on main memory space and garbage collection are large for Brinkhoff, which hurts the performance of L INDEX.
RELATED WORK
We proceed to survey the related system architectures and clarify the difference between them and UlTraMan.
Several systems for trajectory data management and analysis exist. PIST [10] , BerlinMOD [16] and TrajStore [13] propose specific storage structure and indexes targeting traditional database engines. SharkDB [35] adopts a columnar data schema to provide better query and analysis performance. However, these systems are designed for centralized architectures, and thus they are inefficient for, or incapable of, handling massive volumes of trajectory data. In addition, as the storage structures are constrained by the underlying database engine, the system flexibility is limited.
SpatialHadoop [17] and Simba [37] enable distributed spatial analytics based on the MapReduce paradigm. Nonetheless, they are unable to exploit the characterizes of trajectory data for efficient data management and analytics. CloST [34] , PARADASE [29] , Elite [38] , and a cloud-based system [9] provide distributed solutions for big trajectory data. They utilize specific partitioning strategies in distributed environments to support data retrieval. In contrast, UlTraMan adopts a flexible framework that supports customizable data formats, partitioning strategies, index structures, processing methods, and analysis techniques, which offers better support to realize optimizations and complex analytics.
Other systems that offer distributed storage and computing also exist. SnappyData [30] integrates Apache Spark and Apache GemFire [3] to support efficient streaming, transactions, and interactive analytics. Apache Ignite [4] also integrates Apache Spark with its key-value store to enable data sharing across RDDs. The IndexedRDD project [5] maintains an index within each partition. Although these systems provide solutions that enhance Spark and eliminate inefficiencies of heterogenous systems, they do not provide flexible operations and optimizations for trajectory data analytics. In contrast, UlTraMan adopts a unified engine accompanied with a TrajDataset abstraction that support efficient trajectory data management and analytics.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present UlTraMan, a flexible and scalable distributed platform for trajectory data management and analytics. We demonstrate that UlTraMan is able to outperform state-of-the-art systems, which is achieved by (i) providing a unified engine for both efficient data management and distributed computing, and by (ii) offering an enhanced computing paradigm in a highly modular architecture to enable both pipeline customization and module extension. Several case studies with efficient algorithms are implemented in UlTraMan. Experimental studies on largescale real and synthetic data sets that include comparisons with the state-of-the-art methods offer insight into the efficiency and scalability of UlTraMan. In the future, one promising direction of improving UlTraMan is to integrate the meta table construction into global indexes in order to provide more efficient and convenient global scheduling. It is also of interest to design and integrate additional indexes and analytical algorithms into UlTraMan, in order to further support trajectory analysis use cases from real-world applications.
